ABSTRACT. Boundary regularity of solutions of the fully nonlinear boundary value problem F(x,u,Du, D2u) = 0 inn, G(x,u, Du) = 0 on dO is discussed for two-dimensional domains Q. The function F is assumed uniformly elliptic and G is assumed to depend (in a nonvacuous manner) on Du. Continuity estimates are proved for first and second derivatives of u under weak hypotheses for smoothness of F, G, and 0.
In [9] nonlinear boundary value problems for nonlinear, uniformly elliptic equations were studied, and several important existence and regularity results were proved when the boundary condition is oblique, i.e., it prescribes a nontangential directional derivative. Results were derived there for problems in any number of dimensions, but it was shown that the two-dimensional case is simpler than the higher-dimensional one. Here we examine the two-dimensional case in more detail using different arguments. By exploiting special features of the two-dimensional problem, we can weaken the regularity hypotheses in [9] and, more significantly, remove the obliqueness assumption. We refer the reader to [1 and 14] for existence results with nonoblique boundary condition; our main concern here is with the regularity of solutions.
Specifically we consider the problem (1) F[u] = F(x,u,Du,D2u) =0 in fi, G(x,u,Du) = Q on dfi
for a bounded open subset fi of R2. Leaving aside temporarily questions of smoothness of F, G, and fi, we assume that there are positive constants p and x, and a positive function A for which (2) X(x,z,p)I <Fr(x,z,p,r) <pX(x,z,p)I,
]Gp(x',z,p)]>X for all (x, z,p, r) € fi x R2 x S2 and (x',z,p) e dfi x R x R", where S2 is the set of all real symmetric 2x2 matrices and subscripts denote partial derivatives.
(Actually these conditions can be generalized slightly at the cost of additional technical complications; see [9, § §2 and 4].)
Note that any oblique boundary conditions satisfy (3) since obliqueness means that Gp.7 is positive, where 7 is the inner normal to dfi. Also, the Dirichlet boundary condition u = <p on dfi can be recast in this form (for <p and dfi sufficiently smooth) by writing G(x, z,p) = p-r -Dip(x) ■ t(x) where r is the tangent vector to dfi because D<p-r is uniquely determined on dfi (see [3, p. 389]). Finally boundary conditions prescribing the magnitude of the gradient, that is \Du\ = f(x,u), fall into our framework provided f(x, u) is nonnegative.
We begin by quoting some known technical results in §1. Estimates up to the boundary for first derivatives are proved in §2, and second derivative estimates are proved in §3.
Preliminaries.
The key idea in our estimates is to extend G to a globally defined function in an appropriate way. This extension is provided by a more-orless standard mollification (as in [7, Theorem 1.3]), so we shall just state the result in n dimensions. Then there is a function ft G G°(Rn+1) n G2(Rn x R+) such that
Moreover if hp is continuous with
for some 8 > 0, then 
then there is a function G G G°(fi x R x Rn x R) D G2(fi x R x Rn x R+) swcft that
In addition we shall use an interior gradient estimate and Holder gradient estimate, both of which follow from the results in [13] and are valid in two dimensions. 2. First derivative estimates.
We begin by proving a Holder estimate for the gradient of a solution of (1) . In order to make sense of the equations in (1), one should assume u to be fairly smooth; however, this smoothness can be relaxed provided the equations are interpreted in a suitable generalized way. Specifically we say that u G G*(fi) n G0>1(n) satisfies G(x, u, Du) = 0 on dfi if
y->xo for any xn G dfi. The proof of the theorems below show that this is the natural generalized sense for our boundary condition. In addition we say that u G Wlo'c (ft) satisfies F(x, u, Du, D2u) = 0 in fi if this equation holds almost everywhere. Our results will always be given locally near dfi with parameters of the localization displayed. This localization allows some simplifications of the calculations, and the dependence of various estimates on the parameters is important in certain applications.
It should be pointed out, though, that global versions of all our theorems can be proved directly via slight modifications of the arguments presented below. THEOREM 1. Let fi C R2 with dfi G Cx'a for some a G (0,1), let F G C°-X(n x R x R2 x S2) and G G G°(dfi x R x R2), let x0 G dfi and R > 0.
Suppose that conditions (2) and (3) are satisfied and that there are nonnegative constants po, Pi, v such that
for all (X,r) = (x,z,p,r) G fi« x R x R2 x S2, where d(x) = dist(x,dfi) and fifi = {x G fi: |x -£n| < R}, and
for all (x, z, p) and (x1, z', p') in (dfi# fl dfi) x R x R2. Then for any K > 0, there are positive constants -y = -i(p), and a, C depending on a, p,po, PiK, v, fi such that any solution u G C°'x(n) n w£'c2(fi) of (I) with sup(|u| + \Du\) < K obeys the estimates (2.3) \u\i,a,nR/2 + sup d(fi', dfifi)1-^lula^r,' < G(l + irCToscnR Du). if R < Rq. (Note that this transformation can be achieved with the constant p increased by at most a factor of two.) We shall only examine the case R < R$ and assume that this preliminary flattening of the boundary has been carried out.
The proof now proceeds in two steps. First we use a barrier argument based on [4, §4] (see also [6] ) to show that an extension of g(x) = G(xq,u(xo),Du(x)) is Holder continuous at xq. Then we obtain derivative estimates on this extension which imply the estimates on u.
We set h(p) -G(xo,u(xo),p)/x, where we use the symbols xo and d even in the flattened domain for notational simplicity. Next we set M = supnR |ft(Du)| and observe that M < i/oscnR Du. With ft given by Lemma 1, we introduce the function
where Lq is a nonnegative constant and / is a nonnegative function to be chosen. If Lrj > v, then w>0on dBR. Thus we obtain w > 0 in BR if w satisfies a suitable differential inequality, which we now produce. To this end we set aij = (dF/drij)/X, Fk = dF/dpk, Fz = dF/dz, Fk = dF/dxk, all evaluated at (x,u,Du,D2u) and hk = dh/dpk, ho = dh/dt, etc., evaluated at 3) holds with a -0(1 -8)~k for any positive integer k such that a < a. By choosing 0 appropriately small, we can thus arrange for a = 0(1 -8)~k for some fc, proving the theorem. Note that Theorem 2 applies directly to the Dirichlet and capillary problems already mentioned in connection with Theorem 1. For the boundary condition \Du\ = f(x), we assume that / is bounded away from zero, in which case the choice G(x,u,Du) = ]Du\2 -f2 gives |GP| = 2|Du| bounded away from zero.
3. Second derivative estimates. Clearly Theorem 2 gives the best possible regularity up to the boundary that can be expected under the assumptions there. In this section we show that the regularity of the solution is improved when the data are smoother. Presumably the condition (3.1b) can be relaxed so that F is merely Holder continuous with respect to x, z, p. For the Dirichlet problem this relaxation appears in [11] , while Neil Trudinger informs me that such is also the case for oblique boundary conditions. The general problem studied here is more complicated, however, because Safonov and Trudinger rely on existence results, which may not be available here.
